
NMGS DNA PROJECT  
Our mission is to validate genealogies tracing back to their known origin                                       

in New Mexico using Y-DNA and mtDNA testing. 

 
NMGS DNA PROJECT VALIDATION PROCESS 

Thank you for joining our exciting NMGS DNA Project. Once you submit the NMGS DNA 
Project join agreement and lineage form for validation, our process is as follows:   

1. The lineage form is given to a member of our validation team for verification.  
2. Once validated, the form is sent back to the project administrator for final review. 
3. The form is then processed by the administrator who updates the FTDNA page by 

entering the name of the earliest known ancestor on the mtDNA or Y-DNA line and 
places an asterisk (*) at the beginning of the name in the ancestor column.  

Important – You will not get your validated lineage form returned until this step is done.   

Each participant needs to grant Advanced access to their DNA page so that the 
administrator can put an (*) and enter the name of their Earliest Known Ancestor. 

This is a very much needed change to the page – it shows how many validated kits are in 
the NMGS DNA project. 

 

            

 

 

 

 

Questions?  email: dna@nmgs.org 

 

Asterisk by Administrator 
means Kit complies with project 
and validated to that ancestor.  

No asterisk means kit does not 
comply and requires attention, or          
kit is not yet validated.       
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Click Group Projects                   
Click Manage Group Projects 
Choose NMGS DNA Project 

Click the Pencil   

HELP US BY FOLLOWING THREE EASY STEPS 

STEP 1  

 

 

STEP 2 
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If yours says Limited, 
change to Advanced.  

 

 

Click Accept Project 
Preferences.   

 

 

STEP 3 

   

 

 

More Information about the NMGS DNA Project:  Email: dna@nmgs.org 

 

 


